
ORDER FORM

Student Name: _______________________________

Parent Name:  ________________________________

Teacher: ________________________________________________

Ph. #: ________________     Email: _______________________

Roastmaster’s Choice Medium $14

Smooth Sailin’ Med to Dark $14

Mythical Legend Dark $14

Okanagan Extreme Dark $14

Sunoka Sunrise Med to Dark $14

Iron Horse Espresso  Med to Dark $14

BLENDS

COFFEE TYPE DESCRIPTION ROAST QTY. PRICE TOTAL

SINGLE ORIGIN (380g)

Crescent Beach 
Decaf Med to Dark $14

Peru Grown high on the slopes of the Andes, this coffee
produces a sweet, bright cup with medium body.

Medium $14

FundraisingFundraising

coffeecoffee
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR!

Visit our website and place your next order online (min 4 bags)

lonetreecoffee.com

You won’t miss the caffeine in this superb highly-grown
and carefully harvested coffee. Roasted medium to dark

to emphasize it’s outstanding aroma and flavour.

An excellent balance of acidity and body can be
found in this blend of my two favourite coffees.

Sail through your day with this smooth, slightly
bright blend with a medium to full body finish. 

Featuring a smooth, well-balanced and exotic
Cuban coffee. A bright way to start your day.

Our most popular dark roast featuring a
French roast Sumatra. For those enthusiasts 

who take things to the Extreme.  

A full-bodied blend from Central and South America.
Keep a sharp eye out for the dragon in the mist. 

Our artisan touch brings out the depth and complexity
of this rich, medium to dark roasted espresso.

Lone Tree Coffee is an Artisan coffee roaster located in the beautiful Okanagan Valley. We’re committed to sourcing certified, 
sustainably grown specialty coffees. Our small-batch roasting technique brings out the best quality and character

of each origin,and our unique blends satisfy the most discerning palates.

Our coffee is roasted and packaged to order, ensuring the freshest cup possible. Enjoy!Enjoy!

WHOLE BEAN         

GRIND         >>>  FINE          MEDIUM          COARSE          ESPRESSO
or


